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Introduction: Older adults living in residential care are at increased risk for dehydration due to
factors at the resident, staff, and home level. Prior research indicates that social drinking
opportunities may influence fluid intake. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the
relevance of social interactions to hydration. Restrictions intended to limit the spread of the virus
have led to increased resident isolation, which may have increased the risk for dehydration. To
date, there is limited examination for the potential effects of decreased socialization of residents
on their hydration.
Objective: To identify the potential impact of restrictions on socialization arising from COVID19 on hydration.
Methods: Experts (researchers n=18, providers n=9) participated in a knowledge exchange
meeting to provide their insights into the potential impact of COVID-19 restrictions in residential
care on social interactions and hydration. Zoom technology with audio recording was used;
meeting notes and audio recordings were transcribed for qualitative content analysis. The
majority were from Canada (78%), and although multiple disciplines were represented, the two
most common groups were dietitians (44.4%) and nursing (18.5%).
Results: Participants shared that restrictions related to COVID-19 infection control procedures
have reduced resident access to social programs and activities, volunteer/family visiting, and
affected staff roles and activities, which resulted in fewer care touch points with residents during
the day. Specifically, pandemic procedures caused compressed staff schedules - a barrier to
resident-centred care practices -leading to less frequent beverage offerings, reminders, and
inquiries regarding drink preferences. Physical distancing in the home environment has
decreased opportunities for communal dining and social events, which would normally
encourage fluid intake in non-outbreak situations. Rules around physical distancing decreased
family visitations, further reducing opportunities for social drinking or the consumption of
special drinks brought in by family.
Conclusions: COVID-19 restrictions have brought changes to the frequency of care touch points
and opportunities for residents to socially engage, resulting in decreased opportunities for drink
offers from staff and social drinking.
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Significance: Incorporating opportunities for socialization and social interactions in hydration
interventions can promote fluid intake in LTC residents.
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